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There is taking place in the techniques of record and communication

a series of changes more revolutionary in their cumulative impact upon

culture then the invention of printing. With some of these techniques,

notably the series that depends upon electricity and includes the tel<

>aph, telephone, radio, teletype, and television, the world is already

familiar. The other series, coming up in the graphic arts, based on t

typewriter and photogrnpby, and including "near-prints", micro-photo-

graphy and photo^offset is less widely -understood.

iese two scries of innovations operate, or promise to operate, in

contrary directions in their effects upon culture. The electricity series,

together with the moving picture arid the modern developments in comme.

cial publishing, tend to concentrate the control of culture, and pro*

fessionalize cultural activities. Telegraph and teletype serve in this

?ray for news, radio for music, and moving pictures for dramatic enter-

tainment. Meanwhile, printing has keyed literature to mass production,

technologically by means of fast presses and machine paper making,

commercially by means of a symbiosis with advertising, both in the pro-

motion of book sales and the sale of magazine space, The graphic arts

series is potentially capable of working the other iray, to implement a
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more decentralized and less professional culture, a culture of local

literature and amateur scholarship.

Ais possibility is especially important in an era when electric

power promises to develop the village at the expense of the metropolis,

and shorter working hours offer a prospect of leisure to a population

of which an increasing proportion has been exposed to college education.

The activities reorganise* in the 15th century by the invention of

printing, and now offered another reorganization by innovations in the

graphic arts, were those of bookmakers, authors and readers. Photo-

offset and photo-gelatin printing are the techniques that now open new

prospects in bookaaking, near-print frees the author from some present

restraints upon him. and micro-copying opens a new world to readers.

mien the printers drove out the copyists in the 15th century, there-

was some loss as well as gain. If typography has never recaptured the

sheer beauty of some of the early printing, it is because those first

printers could draw directly upon the rich tradition of the calligraphers'

craft. Exactly the same thing took place when printing came to China,

four hundred years before it reached the West. The Chinese » incunabula"

of the Sung dynasty are unsurpassed for beauty. Artistic typography today

tries to draw closer to the art of calligraphy; in some of the finest,

type fonts, there are cast several slightly different forms of a single

letter, mixed at random, so that the faultless regularity of print may
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"be in some measure compromised The typographic expert tries to choose

a type face that will seen to harmonise with the subject natter or

style of a book. Yet it is evident that the calligraphy rather than

typography will give the most complete individuality to a "book, and

the way is now cleared for the calligraphic manuscript book to come be-ck*

Photo-offset is a process which transfers a text with its black

or white illustrations photographically to a sheet of sine or aluminum

in such a way that the metal sheet becomes a printing surface. It has

received its widest application in advertising work, because as a photo-

graphic process, it handles combinations of pictorial and textual

material without added expense. It costs no more to photograph a

drawing than to photograph the same area of print. The process us

used ext ens awely in reprinting old books, and can equally well multi-

ply copies of a manuscript, old or new. Photo-offset renders sharp

black and white; the related photo-gelatin or collotype process ^ which

renders a continuous series of tones from light to dark, is also used

in reproducing old manuscripts » In Germany, a newly founded "guild" has

made a number of beautiful manuscript books and multiplied them by the

photo-offset process, Since the photo-offset press and equipment are

now available as a kind of office machine, and the handcraft of book-

binding is widely practiced, the whole sequence of processes needed in

manufacturing manuscript books might be organized without using the

equipment or sharing the overhead costs of the present publishing In-

dustry .
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III.

The reader as well as the "bookmaker had his world changed by prin-

ting Books became more accessible. The first effect, in China in the

Sung era!., as in the Went in the 15th century, was to propagate more

widely the baaie hooks upon which ail intellectual activities are fed—

bhe Chinese classics in the one case, and the Christian and Greco-Roman

corpus in the other* It became possible for the moderately wealthy man

to poasess what previously only x>rincss or great religious establish-

ments could own—a fairly complete collection of the materials for study.

This happy position was destroyed in the 19th century by the flood

of hooks and journals that accompanied specialisation in all fields of

learning* Readers and scholars were forced to return s as in the days

before printing, to the library of an institution, When the institu-

tional library supplnnted the individual * s collection of books as the

normal depository of intellectual working material, it developed an

administrative system of great efficiency*, It learned to protect books

without prohibiting their use, to let the user know quickly by means

of a catalogue what books it possessed, and to find thran for him on its

shelves. The routine and techniques of the research library were deve-

loped 'by that great generation of librarians which is just now passing

away. When Henry Adams taught history at Harvard, he had to fight a

great battle with the college librarian before he could get reading

privileges for his students. Research libraries in the country axe now

spending about six millions of dollars a year for new acquisitions.,

i reader ^ho now has all this material placed at his disposal is
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still profiting from the increased accessibility given to reading matter

"by the invention of printing,

at the the scholar-reader to the great body of

materials the libraries have placed at his disposal is no longer that

of the 16th century reader, for the corpus of documentation that had

once been the common ground of all learning has lost its significance.

The West did not hold to a compact canon of culture, as the Chinese to

their classics. The corpus of documentation that was once the common

ground of all learning has become a relatively unimportant element in

the total bulk of publication. The western scholar 1 s problem is not to

get hold of the books that everyone else has read or is reading, but

rather to procure materials that hardly anyone else would think of

looking ate This is, of course, the natural consequence of the highly

specialized organisation of intellectual activity in the West. The

Chinese would have come to the s^me result if they had followed the

invention of printing with high specialization among scholars * The

curious result, so far as Western culture is concerned, is now apparent*

the qualities of the printing process that served in* the 15th century

to make things accessible now begins operating to make them inaccessible.

In the ISthcentury, when all scholars wanted the same things, the

printing press served them; in the 20th century, when the number of those

who want the same thing has diminished below the publishing point in

respect to certain materials (American Indian Language materials are

an illustration), the printing press leaves them in the lurch, Morecv
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the great majority of the fcwanty-fp-ar million "books that have beer.

published since the invention of printing a" aott out of print, a»3

inaccessible to the contemporary ^gfolar,, working in the lilnrnry of his

oim institution. Printing techniques, scholarly activities, and lihrwy

funds hare increased the mount of accessible material at a tremendous

rnte, "but widening interests and the three-centuries* accumulation of

out-of-print titles have increased the number of desired "by inaccessible

"books at an even greater rate. Scholarship is now ready to utilize a

technique of book production that would return to the cost system of

the old copyist, by which a unique copy could be made to order without

special expense.

Precisely this prospect is now presented by the techniques of

micro-copying. The process promises to reproduce reading natter not

only at a cost level well below that prevailing in the book trade, but

also under a cost system that will operate like that of the medieval

copyists. This system is being tried out in the reproducing of the

hearings of the National Recovery Administration and the Agricultural

Adjustment Administration. Public access to these hearings is a matter

of first importance if the reordering of our economic structure is to

proceed intelligently on democratic principles. The hearing constitute

a very comprehensive body of information on contemporary business

interests and practices* They are well worth digging into. Yet it

would cost thousands of dollars to print them. There are a quarter

million pages. Since printing is too expensive, the AAA and NBA turned

to hectograph and to mimeograph, the so-called " near-print" processes.
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Purple-ink hectograph copies of the hearing were offered to libraries

at two cents a page. At this rate, the cost to a library of a full file

stands at about $5000. Ho library purchased a set at that price; no-

where save in the government offices in Washington could a social science

worker gain access to a file. Trade Associations and Code authorities

with money and special interests to serve provided themselves with

copies of those parts of the hearings that particularly conceded them.

But the documents did not flow out to become accessihle throughout the

country.

Then micro-copying was tried. This is a process by which a page

of print or typescript is photographically reduced twenty-two diameters

in sise. being copied on a strip of film 16 mm. wide and 200 feet long.

These micro-copies are rendered legible by projection. A machine throws

an enlarged image downward on a table, where the reader finds it just

as legible as the original page. The cost of operation and materials

is so low that 236,000 pages can be distributed for about $370.00

instead of $5000~and this rate will apply even if a very small number

of libraries should purchase copies. The cost of making a unique copy

of a docxunent is about twenty cents per hundred pages, and the cost of

making additional copies drops to about twelve cents per hundred pages.

These costs are well below normal printed book production costs, no

matter how large the edition. Micro-copying thus offers the reader a

hook production system more elastic than anything he has had since the

15th century; it will respond to the demand for a unique copy, regard-

less of other market prospects. The scholar in a small town can have
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the resources of great metropolitan libraries at his disposal. Micro-

copying is a technique that will serve in the 20th century as printing

in the 15th, to make reading matter accessible.

IV.

The effect of the printing press upon writers was not felt so

auickly as its effect upon readers. The first printed hooks were not

"new hooks" "by new authors; they were editions of the Bible, the classics,

and the Fathers. Writers were ahle to increase their influence greatly

hy using the press, as Luther and Erasmus discovered, hut a good copy-

right law and administration was necessary hefore they could make their

living from writing. In the 18th century, however, the writers were

ahle to shift their source of income from patrons to publishers.

Writing became a profession, and with that the writers found themselves

subjected to the mechanics and accountancy of the printing press, which

restrained their freedom, perhaps even more than their previous mas-

ters, the patrons, had done. Tor the writers discovered that it was

vain to take pains to write anything that would not interest and attract

the number of readers or buyers that the printer required in order to

absorb and distribute his costs of composition and make-up. This mini-

mum, in commercial publishing today, is two thousand copies. Publishers

do not touch a book that does not have a prospective sale of two thousand,

and look for their big profits to sales of hundreds of thousands.

The effects of the system have long been operative in literature.

The decline of letter writing (despite improved postal service) was
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doubtless connected with the tendency to regard "literature" as es-

sentially printed matter addressed to a numerous anonymous, and passive

public. Leibniz was the last of the giants of the intellect to spend

himself in writing letters rather than hooks. Hie effort made today

hy the Committee of International Intellectual Cooperation to revive

letter writing ^y promoting exchanges of letters among literary notables

is stultified hy the avowed purpose of puhlication, which means in

effect that the letter writers are not so much communicating with each

other as collahorating in the production of another hook. Poetry

writing as a leisured accomplishment was an ornament to the social inter-

course of the Classical world and Renaissance Italy; It survived into

the Baroque era, and, in alliance with calligraphy (not printing), it

continues to he a social grace in China and Japan, hut Yfestem

civilisation now expects even poetry to fit the Procrustean hod of the

publishing industry.

•Ihe art of conversation, and its counterpart, the dialogue as

a literary form for presenting ideas, have declined since the days of

Galileo, while the art of advertising has advanced. Advertising is

easily recognizahle aB the literary genre that most completely cor-

responds to the technique of the printing press, "because it demands ahove

all else a numerous and receptive "public" of readers. By far the

greater numher of improvements in the graphic arts have heen adaptations

to the needs of advertisers. And yet, in its development of "direct

mail" methods and circular letters, advertising seems to he more

emancipated than literature from the printing press. One of the most
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curious cU^el -t* to- >f the

itter look 113 Tip*, while the

pf books that are v»ot in (rafflcltmt ftfWMBA -;o wnrrint public

cation are demaa&ing a typescript that will look like print.

The effect of printing upon literary form has "been indirect,

upon literary or scholarly activities direct and decisive. An author

car-. lie "book "before reviewers end critics only by persuading some

editor that it Is marketable j a scholar can make only such contributions

to knowledge as cbxi "be passed through the publishing process to enter

the "body of scientific truth. What then of the literary creations that

do not promise to id a wide audience, or the specialized contri*

butions to knowle: can he ixtilised only "by a few experts? Both

Of these classes of intellectual product suffer one of two fates. Either

dn uncommon:' , and are as if they had never "been, or

they are carried to 1
wpublic n by means of a subsidy, A host of

uthor-supj L, literary magazines f and direct or indirect

• echo:'. .counting to over a million dollars a

help to allay, 1 -not eliminate, the tension "between the de-

mands of cu exigencies of the publishing industry- If

local literature lags 'behind local activities in music and the arts, and

amateur scholarship continues to suffer from the paralysis that over-

took it in the 19th century, these conditions can "be traced in no

small measure to the functioning of the system of "book and magazine

publishing, with its persistent resistance to issuing anything that

will not attract a large number of buyers.
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When printing leaves the writer of a work of limited circulation

in the lurch, the typewriter comes to his rescue* The typewriter first

rewriting machine, especially for "business

Lng as a literary art had survived into the

typ< ira, It ve "blossomed to the touch of the new tech-

niqv • fcure of the 19th century took another road.

Sven the business 3 year 1800 was more "literary", less

"hu the year 1900. The typewriter saw husiness

writ iked hones of coxnmuni-

Ion. More recently, in connection with direct mail advertising,

it implemented a return to the letter form. Meanwhile, the scholars

and novelists learned to use the typewriter, 'but only as a step in

the preparation of a manuscript for publication. The time came when

bors refused i d anything hut "typescript". Unconsciously, writers

te to associal typescript form with the failure of a manu-

script I tor, the printed form with success.

":y to multiply ci •

means of me universities "began to make use of the ca

;he typewriter. They would require that

r the doc totate submit two copies of his dissertation,

. carbon copy, one for permanent deposit

in the university ] y, the other for lending. Business developed

complex systems of records hased upon carbon paper multiplication of

documents.
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multiplying power of ' pewriter was extended by

two 6 mimeograph, which squs&«e* Inlc through a wax stencil

en a typewriter, and the hectograph, which li&ys

type&c &d of thick purple aye gelatin bed, iron

deposit i lasts- ly

copieB. Th ideograph -pzozesz cm. oe

tents or. the wax stencil

.,4. a cevi; fch

? a gelatin 'bed. 'JJhe operating cost of the hectl

procet low that it does not greatly exceed the cost of

is the paper costs mount with increasing

siffe of edition.

This memorandum can "be used to illustrate the price levels of

the near~print pro b. It contains 7000 words* To make a single

typescript copy of it would cost $1.60, end this would "be the expense

non Incurred by one submitting the manuscript to an editor for

publication. By adding $3.00 to this necessary typing charge to cc

per, materials and labor, 50 hectographed copies could he made; 50

mi: «dd $6; 20 to the original typing charge, For

jost "by hectograph process would he $5.20,

by Contrast these costs with the $ that would he

s document as a printed pamphlet. An author who

uses the hec reach a narrow circle of readers and a :

important libraries at a cost to himself not much greater than the

cost of typing a copy.
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typescript copy arc fee processes which the librarians have come to

11 ".ear-print". They have developed wide application for the internal

documents of busin «-*t. and education. Instruction manuals

and price lists in business, instruction material for classes in high

school and college any number of reports and memoranda for groups

of consultants in government and business are multiplied by the near-

print processes. Thirty-five Per cent of the documents issued by the

Federal Government, to the public, are in near-print form. Some small

literary marines use the process. There are inferable information

services sending out weekly near-printed bulletins or letters (il-

lustrating once more the adaptation of the typewriter and near-print

,,v . ,v writine rather than the tradition
.3 to the -on of .ni-ina, ravuo

,s notice a curious consequence of this use

... wa„
H oal documents of business. If a book is

, . on sc Used business subject, it can be sold for

twenty dollars a copy in mimeographed form, though it would be un-

salable at three dollars a copy in print. The reason, of course, is that

the near-print met! ve come to be associated with internal, non-

public uses, ju rinting has come to be associated with a public.

Scholarship been strangely resistant to these "near-print"

methods and products, even though it might well consider that ranch of

its 'specialised research publishing corresponds in character to the "in-

ternal documents" of business rather than to the stock-in-trade of the
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jmblishing industry- Ete system "by '^ich professional research

workers their livelihood £ro» S *Eg h&s h

lous repo.v. : i vnon their syrfeSSB of csmironiGation, and has

resulted is a kin?, of fetii in the &ttl<fa&e of the professional

scholar toward the printed page. Since contributions to knowledge

"become effective as contributions only when they are communicated, the

•aunt of research labor is measured oy employers at the communicating

point* A research scholar most "publish" or "bo regarded by his uni-

versity as a drone. Just as tradition protected the use of parchment

long after paper had Income accessible, so it protects the status of

the printed hook or article as the only vehicle for scholarly eoiraual-

cation, even when other processes than printing would he more appro-

priate* But the pressure of financial necessity is gradually forcing

scholars to accept near-print as the only means of taking up the slack

"between the requirements of their intellectual organisation end there

of the hook trade.

These three processes, photo~offset, micro-copying, and neap-print,

ortant considered hy itself, offer an imposing combination

m they ore considered together. The production of beautiful books,

physical object -•• he turned over more and more to oalligrapher#»

the mar >ts to plied by off-set. The duty of making

reading natter accessible to the scholar may he assumed increasingly

by the micro-copying process, and near-print may become the normal
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channel "by which the creative worker, whether in literature cr scholar-

ship, can 'be guaranteed communication with a group that shares his

interests, leaving publication in printed forn as the channel of com-

munication with a large public. It is evident that these three pro-

cesses taken together offer to the village a better chance to escape the

cultural monopoly of the metropolis, to the amateur in scholarship a

more favorable opportunity to cooperate with the professional scholar,

than either could expect under the regime of the printing press and

publishing industry.

It is not necessary to argue the case for protecting a local

culture against metropolitan encroachment, or for vitalizing the cul-

tural environment of the small town. Sinclair Lewis has shown how bare

is the ground, how difficult to "build upon, And yet girls in towns of

5,000 do learn to play the piano* There is some music, some art,

some amateur theatrical enterprise, and a public library. When the

CWA Public Works of Art project was Bet up throughout the country,

the result was a surprising revelation of the vigor of local nrt move-

ments everywhere. As Mr. Edward Bruce told a meeting of regional

directors, "Artists who were considered as having only a moderate

talent are producing work far beyond and better than they have ever

produced before and artists whose talents were absolutely unknown are

producing some of the best work on the project 1
' . There are great po-

tential forces in local culture. But a rounding out of the small

community as an active cell in a living culture requires, in addition

to art, music, and theatre, something of creative literature, .and
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soraet: productive scholarship. These are precisely the acti-

vities v. can he '.. anted 1. recent innovations in the graphic

arts,

Cre* :.i& research scholarship can he expected to

ssent - at different prospects to local culture. The reorgan-

iivities that accompany the full use of

-print techniques would involve, ' of all, the extinction of the

lomeone aj ovi the world, or that it is

aing one of these creatures that an otherwise

3r leaving college. The

ur literat .th immature literature simply

because sc non-professional literary publications are high

school and college magazines, financed by means of browbeating local

pchant*
,
advertising space. If the principle should

come to "be accepted that literature of small circulation ought not

to he printed, but ought rather to he distributed in near-print form,

loped a flair for writing will 'be more likely to

•'ion. ill not feel al-

tez -ore t ie professional writers c:. ut

y childish thJ

True it is 1 icon literal arts colleges sometimes

budent a living interest in reading, to ssy

nothing of writing, ^nd that many people grad ithout acquiring any

uine intellectual interests of any kind. The colleges are already

doing; all they can to improve this situation, and every achievement
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is respec t will help to v$alize local eul-

production of 111 ire.

In respect of research scholarship, a different situation exists.

The distribution of labor among professional scholars has not "been ar-

;ed in that will easily make room for the contributions of

amateur scholars. The intellectual world witnessed in the last cen-

tury t! . sing of t] vberur. He had been on the scene since the

. print' hen the Ohurch was losing o~

He colled ' 9ntly. Republished

vol: • of Co: or the customs of the Parthians.

raphlet wars with hd • ries. t t

. Casaubon of ]&!^SS£Z££.l at his host, he was Benjamin

liri. His

The century of ass thrust this figure into the background

L vested in the universities the monopoly that had once lain in the

Church. Classical scholarship was carried forward by the professors

with tremendous strides, "but the layman no longer wrote about t

classics and ceased even to quote Latin authors. Natural science mov

from triumph to triumph, but the public became a passive spectator, talcing

on conclusions the exact Lng of which it could not folic

jus srature people would read the popular poets, but never

Research c to be an honored sport and

bee profession. The nr drr ;ut.



r drop out? It was not "because of the

development of specialisation in scholarship, for the more intensive

division of labor should t easier rather than more difficult

for the lei sure iteur and the full tine professional worker to

contribute to each other. The reason for his decline was partly material,

partly psychological. From the material standpoint, the professionals

soon monopolized all the available means of communication. The mush-

room growth of specialized learned .journals in the later 19th century

was barely able to keep up with the professional scholars, and in the

20th century fell behind their needs. The scholarly publishing in-

dustry in the United States is a six million dollar enterprise.. Naturally,

the professionals get the first chance at this fund, -and there is nothing

left over. The non-professional scholar can enter the charmed circle

only by participe Ln the use of this publication fond. To par-

ticipate in its use, he must do about the same things the professionals

are doing, and in about the same way. This is the material obstacle to

the development of amateur scholarship. Near-print techniques offer a

way around it.

ie psychological obstacle to the development of amateur scholarship

is found in the attitude of the professionals toward their craft. They

have not taken the trouble to divide the labor in their fields in such

a way as to assign tasks to the amateurs and train them for their work.

They teach creative scholarship only to aspimnts for the academic

career. They do not train "laymen" for part-time, avocational, amateur

research. To them, a person with intellectual interests but no uni-

versity job is an object to adult education, not a colleague, (even as
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one • rslty job o intellectual interests is a colleague,

not an object of adull mtion). They come habitually to envisage the

y of research, as a host org&niz Central American .Army, with

almost all i bove tl tolonel. They make no arrange-

ments for recruiting, training, and for utilizing a rank and. file.

She professional scholars cannot continue indefinitely the indif-

ference to the prospects of amateur scholarship, for they are facing a

crisis themselves. The strain that is appearing in their system of

recruiting a pro • rial personnel will force then to consider the

bribution o bor and the reorganisation of scholarly

communi c at i onc «

Per two gen* '
. a, the recruits brought into the

academic profes been trained in t! .ool to work

envirc f center. In the smaller col-

ide the college and uni-

versity environment, ? them at all* No

serJ i made to productive scholarship on the

t of the high school teaching personnel. A high school teaching

post has not "been rcade a way- atat ion to the university career, except

as it provided money for graduate study, That condition was already

in existence as the mass movement towards the colleges got tinder way

in the 1920*5.

She ne* horde- adents throughout the country in the

decade following the World War created a demand for more college instruc-
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torse In the presence of this demand, the graduate schools expanded

like a machine tool industry, turning out every year more Ph* 3 f s. When

the curve of college, matriculation "began to level off in the depression,

it was discovered that the production of apprentice scholars, keyed to

an expanding market, went far "beyond replacement needs. A turnover of

twenty per cent a year in the university teaching faculties would he

necessary to give to the new recruits the kind of places they were

trained to fill- dized foreign study created for a while an ex-

port market, sit ie export market for goods, "by contribu-

tier imerican c 1. This program of foreign study improved and

fined the product of the graduate school, "but merely postponed the

employment crisis, and ultimately accentuated an almost tragic situ-

ation, For these young recruits to the army. of research could remain

in the academic world only by going into the smaller colleges and aca-

demies whose meagre libraries give them little chance of continuing

to do the kind of research they had "been trained to do.. Some observers

predicted that the .ate student would go the way of the divinity 'stu-

dent. It seems inevitable that this trained personnel will be lost to

research scholarship unless the labor of research is redivided so that

some of it can be performed away from the university setting, by

people who are not university teachers*

This supply of trained scholars need not be wasted; it can be fed

into the secondary school system, and then enabled and encouraged to

continue, in the secondary school environment, their scholarly interests.
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Snte it is that tha heavier isaching s&hactuj et? of these schools leave

less. time for reading and research than the university teacher has at

his disposal. And yet the long vacations are common to "both careers.

Moreover, the internal conditions of secondary education are such

that the development of research in local history, local social and

economic phenomena., and even local botany and geology are anong the

great needs of the present. If the teaching staff of the school sys~

could he trained in finding local illustration and application for

the "broad principles of their respective fields, the students would-

benefit, ;h local research could bo reported into the pre?

stream of bific information
t

the results would enrich scholar-

ship. And the teachi: reer in the secondary schools would thereby

be made more attractive than it no- is to persons of vigorous mind. It

is tragic to note that even while some university teachers (thinking

perhaps of the mediocrity encountered in their summer school classes)

wuld doubt the possibility of valuable contributions from high school

teachers to "research", at the same time some School of Education adminis-

trators are worried for fear they may educate their teaching personnel

beyond the opportunities of their profession, thus causing discontent.

Yet it seems not unreasonable that the teacher in a community should have

spent somewhat more time in securing an education than the parents of

the school children. As the number of comrrranities increases in which

a considerable proportion of the parents have gone through college, it

11 be reasonable to expect the standards of preparation for teaching

in the high schools to be raised toward those now obtaining in the
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colleges, as those of the colleges ^re "being raised toward those now

obtaining in the university

speak of an unemployment crisis among scholars is not to speak

of a prospect that certain individuals, trained to do research, may he

r± thout jobs* The situation is not a matter of serious concern. The

Ph. I). ' s can take thei i ice with the rest so far as keeping away

from the brea problem of the unemployed

scholar, from t relopxaent of national culture,

sented "by the prospect that indi-

able to do it, may

placed in situations in which their capacities are wasted. This

I of crisis ..ere exists an undeveloped op-

portunity in popular education, and at the same time there appear in-

novations 5n the graphic arts which offer a way out* ?or micro-copying

can bring the resources of the Library of Congress to the small tovm

ii school teacher, Just as the radio brings the symphony orchestra,

r-print offers the scholar-teacher a vehicle for communication, not

onl; 1 their parents, "tut also with his colleagues

throughout the country . And the kind of interest and ability that would

bhe light of s dp burning in the high school rould extend

i ^influence to that element of the community from which the forces

teur scholarship are to he recruited.

The modification of : )olicies necessary to meet this

situation are very sir mt time, teaching in the

iduate schools in preparation for an academic career is aimed at

training students to work in universities, teaching subject matter to

undergraduates and research technique to graduates, thus maintaining



the continuity of the academic tradition. An alternative course of

graduate study would be directed toward broadening the base of research,

A graduate student would be taught methods ox exploring local history,

of gathering, arranging, and preserving local records, and interpreting

the results of his local research to school children. He would look

forward to discovering In his future place of work, not a group of

brilliant graduate students who can be trained to become professors,

but a circle of enlightened adults who can be led to do something

worthwhile for the learning and culture of their time, An honored

place in ^onerican education belongs to the graduate school that pio-

neers in offering training of this land..

VI

3

What are the fields of scholarship that lie most open to the

school teacher trained in local research, or to the amateur? Where

is this intellectual vineyard in which the harvest is so great, and

the laborers so few? To give it a comprehensive name, including many

different things, it could be called the field of local studies. The

development and significance of local historical societies is well

described in Dr. Julian ?. Boyd ,: s article on "State and Local His-

torical Societies in the United states 11 .* The object of local studies

is to utilise the methods of specialized research in the exrunination of

material presented by the immediate environment. Local linguistic

studies would deal with word usages, slang and colloquial; local his-

torical studies with the history of a small area; local geography with its

'American Historical Review, XX, Ho. 1..
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description in terms of surface characteristics, flora and fauna, and

the modifications introduced "by man, whether in the form of building

or in the form of cultivation. Local studies in natural science

would cover the relation of plant and animal life to the weather

(phenology) j or to the environment (ecology). A naturalist who hap-

pens to "be interested in classification (taxonosy) could probably dis-

cover a new species of beetle in the vacant lot next door. Local

studies would also be those which require long and patient observation*

The observation of variable stars, of meteors, and of insect life

cycles are scientific tasks that call for an unlimited number of helpers.

Photography—-now a wic Hasjjteur teohnioue-^perinits observers to

document their findings in natural science, and "some social sciences,.

with a faithfulness otherwise impossible.

Throughout all local studies there rvixs a double thread: first, that

re should result from this activity a vi^ying of education and local

self-consciousness in the community; and second, that there should re-

suit from these studies a record of some kind, duly entered into the re-

cords of learning, duly made available to scholars who may wish to

use it, and safely preserved for the future

.

There are no rubrics of national history that could not also become

rubrics of local history, if the information could be dug out. The

textbooks tell of the election of 1840, the "log cabin hard cider cam-

paign11
; is it not a part of the work of a teacher in a little Ohio town

to find out, if possible, and tell the pupils how the town voted in 1840?

Does the literature of American history or political science include sny
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study of a hundred years ox voting in any American town? I do not know

of one. If railroads influenced American history, they influenced also

the history of lit, ant, Iowa, Tomkinsville, Kentucky^ and Lewis ton,

la, either by coming or by not coming to these places. The influence

was something defii coning at a particular time and place, and in

a particular way. The facts are there, challenging the scholar with

i knowledge of economic history to interpret them, The Domesday

Book of /Emorica is unwritten, and cannot he written without the co-

operation of a host of scholars, who, in separate communities, shall

;he stor ~-:a& the real estate "business. The

tf industrial revolution11 is a chapter in the text"book; how is it related to

the ruined structure of an old mill near the community picnic ground?

Local history problems are often more difficult to solve than problems

in general history; it is easy to trace the impact of Darwinism on

world culture, but when and where and how did this impact appear in

Cleveland, ohio? is food in local studies for an intellect as

broad as Goethe's; the frontiers of scientific knowledge may be reached

here as directly as at Boghas-keui or the headwaters of the Amazon*

That opportunities for local studies have been neglected in Americ

idenced by the state of o^wir local archives, described in Dr e A, E.

.-printed Public Archives of the Post-Colonial

their A in many states, they have been bar-

barously neglected ly one state, Connecticut, has reached in its

ministration of local archives a standard of which the countr;/ can be

proud. In most states, the county records have never been inventoried,

^'American Historical ."Review, XXXIX, No. 4
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and the preservation of the archives of towns or eemi—public bodi<

bodies have been left to the play of accident. 3?rom Dr. Theodore C.

Blegsa's report on "Some Aspects of Historical work -under the Hew Deel"*

it is evident that such valuable work was done last winter "by relief

workers. This winter the historical division of the National Park

Service is making an effort to bring about inventories of public re-

cords throughout the scmatxy as relief work -under the EEBA. , Pennsylvania

successful in organising v:ork of this hind, and.

the survey of hlstos
'

Is in Virginia has been ably conducted.

Efforl • places to develop care of local records;

efforts ] the effc stimulating the interest of the residents

of the community in their own past™

The development of local studies trill call for new methods of

work. Genealogy sample of a field of wasted opportunity.

Genealogical studies represent a tremendous waste of energy. Here

these family historians delve through records and write countless

letters to distant relatives to establish ancestries, and neglect the

chance to collect and organise data for the social sciences. The

family alto, as a photograph album has been in existence now for four

or five generations; is it not time to begin to examine its portraits

by the thousand for light on human genetics? The automobile, by making

it oas2or for fa reunions, prepares the way for

•tory. Left to itself, such a revived family

history will follow the bare tracks of genealogy; guided lyy enlightened

ippi Valley Historical Review, XXI, l?o. i.



scholarship, it may lead to discoveries of value to social science.

Who knows, for instance, hew far the family has been operating during

the depression as an unemployment insurance -unit? Do we understand

the ecology of the "poor relation" in the history of the American

family? Various techniques have "been developed, and applied either in

work that is fundamentally social-pathological (as in relief work), or

"by questionnaire methods,, Very seldom have the insiders of a group,

with a laiowledge of the intimate and essential facts, arranged them

and fed them into the stream of sociological data* Family history, like

local history, can reach to the furthest horizons • What a great cross

section of society is 'personated by the thousand near relatives of

srican, what a vast sector of history "by their background

Other problems ist themselves. T/ho is there who has not at

some time, in a tramp through the country, come upon some ruined trace

of ! enterprise—a cellar with a few rotting hoards betraying the

location cf what wc e a house in the midst of country that has

gone "back to nature; or the timbers of a ruined mill; or the rotting

structures of an old canal suggest part of a story* Sometimes there

will not be left resident in the whole community who will know the

story. YJhat do the relics themselves say? Perhaps it may be possible

to tell when the trees that made the timber were cut down by using the

method of measuring the variations in the widths of the rings and

fitting them to the climatic history of the region. The presence of

wooden pegs, square iron nails or wire nails, and the marks of the ads,

the straight saw or the circular saw on the rotten boards will help to

structure. How accurate' a record of life in the slums- of the



large cities, in cool mines, in steel mills, on the farm could be

produced try amateurs using cinema films*

isiness history offers another opportunity. Hoi? little we really

know of the dynamics of business management, the reasons for the de-

cisions that came out well or ill. Consider, for instance, a chain

drug store that may still "be in the hands of. its founder. Hotc far

did the photographic industry provoke a change in drug store merchan-

dising when it offered cameras and films in place of the rem chemicals

used "by the earlier photographers? How far did prohibition contribute

to the ice-cream and lunch counter feature? What have been the ref-

lations of the business to the medical profession, to advertising,

to the chemical industry? Is not the drug sto*# record one of the

most reliable sources of data on the degree in which the birth rate

is affected by the use of contraceptives? Accountancy is one of the

most rapidly cr. - and decisive instruments of modern business

management, yet oui rature on the history of accounting in the

15th century is much richer than, our literature on its development

' >c 19th and 20th centuries. Scientific management has given

business various processe rtiich all actions within the business

somes natters of record. These records are used in determining

current policies, and then destroyed; thus impairing for the future

the record of the evolution of management. Already much of the

.1 that might have been saved in sample form to illustrate

management practices before the NBA codes has been destroyed.

Summerfield Baldwin, who helped in the Pennsylvania archives in-
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ventory, writes pertinently of these problems; H What is that "branch of

sphr^gistic to he called that deals with metal and rubber stamps? of

diplomatic, which deal^ with blank forms? Are you familiar with any

collections of student facsimiles of -American chirography? The auxil-

iary science of * photographies* is, so far as I know, in its infancy,

not to say its embryo *' f

It is not easily foreseen how far the program of local studies

will rest upon the shoulders of scholars with that degree of ability

and training which has previously led to university positions, how far

it can be allocated to the leisure time of intelligent college-bred men

and women, who, because they make no money from their intellectual pur-

suits, may be deemed amateurs. There will be much shaking of heads in

the universities over any expectation of "serious 1
- work from the amaj-

teuro And yet, at the very least, the amateur can be taught to re«

frain from doing harm. He can learn not to disperse a collection of

Mazzini letters into a dozen autograph collections, not to burn up

old family letters without considering their possible value as histori-

cal documents, and not to hold himself indifferent to the preservation

of other records-- the se of his business, or of a public or semi-pub-

lic body—over which he may exercise some control c He can certainly

learn that when he finds an Indian relic, it is a good idea to take note

of the place in which he found it, and keep that notation with the arte-

fact. Beyond this, he can probably learn how to arrange and calendar

his owb family papers, or old business records that may be in the attic,

and if properly encouraged, he may report his holdings to an appro-

priate body, like an historical society or the Business History Society

.



contemporary civilisation is a task bo

vas : neither the onnel ncr the funds of the institutions of

research can shoulder the burden* The professors are not at liberty to

decide welcome amateur aid in preserving

records for study; the records will "be preserved "by amateurs, or

they will not he preserved at -CO . • Should not. therefore, a simple

manual be prepared containing suggestions and instructions for the

guidance of amateur in local history work?

The Utopian, style of writing is a valuable expository device,

not because of the it of fantasy that inevitably goes wi1

1^, j ,^e it car sst briefly comprehensive interrelationship

Having: recourse to this method, it is not out of place to imagine a

tor stopping trange town at a time when all the possibilities

of the new graphic arts techniques shall have been as fully exploited

as the printing press has been in oxir day,. He may find a bookstore,

or in the drug store, a rack of rental books, and nations! magazines

near the stationer;; counter just as he finds them today. Along with

these, there are to be seen two or three shelves of different character,

to which the tourist directs his attention, knowing that once in a

while a real discovery can be made there. On these shelves are some

of the products of local literary and scholarly effort. There are a

few near-print copies of some satirical sketches which have .just created

quite a furor because of the thinly veiled personal allusions; also in

near-print are to be seen the usual array of historical works on the
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town, two or three aphies, and a diary. Host of the poetry is

in near*-print, and tractive, bat there are a few "beautiful

r-bound v of illustrated manuscript, done in a strong,

modernistic h Lnted, of course, "by photo-offset. This is

all that see-:;:: to ' Ale on sale, although the tourist knows thi

there are probably : erotica kept "behind the coimter. For the real

exploration of the to\vn fc s resources, he walks doraa to the public library,

tfhere the full file of both local literary magazihes and copies of

most of the circulr ters contributed by scholars in the town to

their respectiv of correspondents thro-ughotit the country and

abroad are kept, b library, one of these town scholars is hard at

work. A film roll micro-copies of fifty-two 17th century poli-

tical pamphlets has Lved from the British Museum, and he is coining

up every day after work to go through them. He is, perhaps, the country 1 s

foremost authority on political propaganda under James I..

i S uto; ter all nothing but the logic of democracy

apj tual program tlv already fully stated ^oy

Francis Bacon, It is just as properly a part of an American ideal—

and perhaps just inable—as the Utopia portrayed by educa-

tional p: Flexner, who would emphasise the height rather

than the breadth of the "higher studies 11 that universities are to pro-

mote. The 1 cones from Germany, which more than -any other

national culture cut off scholarship from popular roots, and segre-

gated everything that was learned, wissenschaftlich, from everything

that was common to the masses. TSho will say that this course was well
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ton .hen it is o
. red ho. little resistance the tradition of

academic freedo* oould ,ake to a ffiass movement that ted not partici-
pated in the enjo;, >f that tradition? Fro. the moment that the
social sciences undertake to help pilot a democracy, it heco.es in-

7 imports ,t the people shall have toward science and
SCh ip "* Uectual ideal, not a doctrinaire respect, hut
a PartiCil

- >*» *««* also comes the lesson of what
things may be pc ien the apparataa Qf^^ centrali2atioa .

g

the program for America is laid down and the

"ies defined, let there he included not
only the well-kao^ 1 os cf a 0athrQ0]n in evexy^ ^ r ^
in every garage; let. there he .also a scholar in every schoolhouee and
a poet in every to:


